
Choosing and Caring for your Jewellery 

Choosing your jewellery We use either sterling silver, titanium, 
stainless steel or plated findings with our jewellery. Necklaces and 
pendants come in varying lengths

• 30 to 40 cm (11.8 to 15.7 inch): Short necklaces chokers as 
closely to the neck and are 30 to 40 cm long.

• 40 to 45 cm (11.8 to 17.7 inch): Collar length necklaces
• 50 to 55 cm (19.6 tot 21.6 inch): ice length for a pendant 

necklace, which comes to the top of the sternum
• 60 to 65 cm ( 23.6 inch to 25.5 inch): Link chains, cord chains 

with or without a pendant of 60 to 65 cm rise above the bust.
• 65 tot 75 cm (25.5 tot 29.5 inch): Long chains which come to or 

over the bust.
• Necklaces of 85 cm (33.4 inch) and longer: Necklaces longer 

than 85 cm long come to or under the navel great for wearing with 
loose or boho style clothes

•
The lengths only give an indication, because if you are a smaller or 
larger build than average they may not be true to your size. We would 
suggest taking one of your favourite necklaces and measuring that to 
compare.
If these lengths are not suitable, we may be able to add an extension 
chain or re thread. Please contact us

Care for polymer clay jewellery as you would your silver jewellery. 
Protect it from perfumes, hairsprays and other cosmetics as these can 
erode the plating on findings.Do not wear for swimming or in the shower. 
Store pieces of jewellery separately to prevent tangling and damage, 
ideally storing in separate grip seal bags to protect findings from 
tarnishing. Gently buff jewellery with a soft cotton cloth to clean 

Keep up to date with our latest designs via Facebook or Instagram

https://www.bedeckedbeads.co.uk/contactus.html
http://www.facebook.com/bedeckedbeads
https://www.instagram.com/bedeckedbeads/
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